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ARCHWAY - ACCESS
AND REGENERATION
OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE IN WALLED
TOWNS
Archway is a European Network part
financed by the European Union under
the ERDF Interreg IIIC programme.
Approved in July 2004 for 36 months, the
project, aiming to strengthen and extend
this network has Chester City Council as its
lead partner; Arabarri is the theme leader
for Spatial Planning - the subject of this
Good Practice Guide. Four further themes,
being reported in other Guides, are led by
‘s-Hertogenbosch, Valletta, Piran and

Lucca. Lörrach and Verona are supporting
partners as is University of West of
England, Bristol, who act as Academic
Advisor. Pécs was initially a supporting
partner too.

In the specific context of historic walled
towns and cities, the project aims to
develop and expand shared expertise on
a range of key urban development issues
with the intention of informing regional
policy across Europe. Archway builds on
the networking potential of the Walled
Town Friendship Circle (WTFC established
in 1989) but it is not restricted to WTFC
members. The WTFC itself is a European
based network of 140 members from
both existing EU member states and
other countries.  For further information
on the Circle please see its website. 

The Archway project is a new
development for the WTFC in that it seeks
to create a basis for a continuing
exchange of professional expertise and
experience. The Archway network will
therefore act as a catalyst to help realise
the potential of a wider and more
inclusive European network. The Archway
project has been developed with the
involvement of the Circle's membership as
a whole, in addition to a number of
nonmember partners and its specific
results have wide relevance.

The central problem that the network
addresses is the restrictions and
constraints on sustainable development
in the historic (walled) town context. For
walled towns five key areas have been
identified as important themes that are
shared across Europe and are relevant
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beyond the limits of the immediate
network. Archway has therefore
examined in depth not only Spatial
Planning and Development - the specific
subject of this Good Practice Guide - but
also the other four – conservation,
transport, tourism and cultural heritage.

The theme Spatial Planning and
Development was summarised at the
start of the project as realistic spatial
planning and management systems to
create vibrant and modern places without
compromising their historic and local
distinctiveness.

The other themes, each the subject for a
Good Practice Guide were summarised as:

1. Conservation, protection and
enhancement enabling the
development of a modern
environment with the constraints of a
historic setting.

2. Transport - the problems of
transport, parking and access to and
within some of Europe's most
attractive and historic places; 

3. Tourism Development and Visitor
Management - establishing walled
towns as a focus for sustainable
tourism and economic development
without damaging their distinctive
and historic qualities; 

4. Creative development and
management of the cultural
heritage and how to harness this as
a driver for their economic future in a
sustainable way

A thread running through all of these
themes is how to overcome barriers to
mobility within and around walled towns,
which often present their own particular
challenges to disabled people and others
with mobility difficulties. Other forms of
barrier in terms of social disadvantage,
which inhibits access to the historic built
environment, are also considered
throughout and all the issues are seen as
significant within the framework of the
Commission’s “European Spatial

Development Perspective” (1999), which is
the basis for the INTERREG programme.
Tackling them from a walled towns
viewpoint make the solutions and best
practice relevant across Europe in most
distinctive and historic places -
particularly for small and medium sized
historic urban areas, those with a close
relationship with rural hinterlands and
those affected by regional, national and
international borders and other barriers.

The production of each guide has involved
establishing a working partnership of
relevant experts in the field. With the
theme partner (in this case Arabarri)
taking responsibility for leading the
theme specific working groups,
organising workshops in their own region
and, with the active support of Chester, as
lead partner and involving the UWE,
Bristol as academic adviser, managing
email and webbased dialogue and
exchanges of information. Two seminars
with seminar papers, transcripts and a
seminar report have contributed to the
production and underpin the content of
this resultant Good Practice Guide,
providing rich sources of practical case
studies from across Europe.

The partners in the Archway project have
skills and expertise both in the general
subject area - urban development in and
around walled towns - and in
participating in EU programmes.  The ten
partners are all public or public equivalent
bodies, and have excellent understanding
and experience of the administrative,
legal and political frameworks in their
own regions within which the
management and development of walled
towns operate. This is a highly relevant
background for making a collective
contribution to developing and
disseminating ideas, case study examples
and procedures to influence policy at
local, regional, transnational and
European levels. The fact that eight of the
ten partners are part of the existing
Walled Town Friendship Circle network is
a major factor in helping to maximise the
impact of the Archway Project, which was
brought together at the Legacy

Conference, held in Chester in June 2007.
The Legacy Conference ensured the
consistency and validity of all five Good
Practice Guides, which built on the
existing credibility of the WTFC in the field,
and with common editing by the
academic partner, gave cohesion to the
whole approach to historic (walled) town
management. The Legacy Conference, the
wide circulation through the WTFC and
the Internet availability of the guides
ensures effective dissemination both to
practicing professionals, administrators
and politicians and, with the involvement
of the University, to the wider academic
urban studies community.

The overall objective of the Archway
project is to establish a transEuropean
professional network, which builds on the
WTFC as a principal source of European
policy good practice, innovation and
excellence in the conservation,
promotion, development, management
and spatial planning of historic places.
This Partnership can help to achieve this
by:

1. Reviewing the effectiveness of
policies, instruments and
procedures for the implementation
of projects at the regional, national
and transnational level;

2. Promoting a culture of innovation
based on good practice; and

3. Sharing information between
walled towns and cities. 

The result is to be an open learning
network, developing and applying best
practice and innovative new approaches
to developing, accessing and managing
walled towns. This network will focus on
spatial planning, conservation, transport,
tourism and cultural development with a
strong emphasis focus on access and
mobility for all. These topics will be clearly
related to the needs of the whole
management process for historic (walled)
towns, ensuring the effective
implementation of relevant policies and
projects at the regional, national and
transEuropean level in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Constructing a wall, whether as a defining
element of a territorial border or as a
demarcation of a protected space, is one of
the most emphatic actions that man can do
to land. The wall defines two contrasting
spatial areas, separates two societies with
different ways of life, rights and privileges.

The Roman Empire built walls along the
borders of what they considered was
civilization: the upper German-Raetian
Limes, Hadrian’s Wall in the north of
England. 

Walls built around medieval cities defined
an environment of citizen freedom as
opposed to feudal power. More than a
purely military element, the wall is a
defining element of both social spheres.

The walled city constitutes, historically, a
privileged area within a region. The
military, legal and trading possibilities that
were protected by the walls strengthened
the cities that had them and made them
leading forces in their region, even more
so, as organizational centres of the region.

Thus, cities became the landmarks based
on which routes of communication were
woven, places of reference for the
exchange of goods, the aim of attack and
defence, the chess board where the
struggle between the interests of the
monarchy and nobility was played out.

With the strengthening of nation states,
walled cities followed a double course:
those located on national borders
strengthened their defensive role; the wall
was perfected technically and continued to
build a characteristic and conditioning
element of urban life; in other cities far
from borders, the wall no longer
responded to a defensive need and had to
find other functions in order to survive.

Social changes in the Modern Age
produced alterations in the
communications network; cities became
subject to the dynamics of higher spheres,
to depend on decisions taken on a national
scale. A greater or a lesser capacity to
adapt to new circumstances would

condition their success in the form of
growth or abandonment.

Today, the walled city wants to continue to
fulfil this predominant role in the region,
facing the dilemma between conservation
and transformation, between what it owes
to its past and what the future demands. 

Thus, tension arises between the identifying
value that the wall represents and its
capacity to organize singular spaces, faced
with the functional limitations implied by its
existence and difficult adaptability to
contemporary requirements.

The dialectic between these two forces is
concentrated, fundamentally, in the walls
and their adjoining spaces.

With regard to space, it is materialized in the
solution of the transition between the
historical city and the contemporary city,
these spaces being designed around the
walls in which the change from the historic
to the current scale occurs, making it
possible to fulfil the difficult functions to be
assumed by the urban life of the past.

With regard to function, the challenge lies in
our capacity to provide the inhabitants and
users of a walled city with a quality of life
comparable to the rest of the city, taking on
the tough limitations imposed by history.

The capacity of a walled city to continue to
be a reference for the organization of the
region will depend on its capacity to
respond, from the logic of its historic
evolution, to the demands of present and
future societies.

The aim of this Good Practice
Guide is to: 

• analyse a series of fundamental
problems in meeting the demands of
the present and future while respecting
the history of the walled city; 

• find principles of action to solve these
problems; and 

• check their applicability in different
examples of our cities.

2.  PRINCIPLES AND
OBJECTIVES

The Walled Towns Friendship Circle in 1998
declared that "Walled Towns are unique
inheritances from times long past and
should be treasured, maintained and
safeguarded from neglect and destruction
and passed on to perpetuity as
irreplaceable 'Time stones of History'" . It is
therefore axiomatic that all management of
either urban planning or any other aspect of
a walled town, needs this threefold time
perspective: 

• it needs to look into the past and build
on a thorough knowledge of the history
of the town; 

• it needs to look at the present, since the
walled town remains perpetually a
contemporary place to live and work in
with resulting contemporary
challenges; and  

• it needs to look to the future, as
guardian of a borrowed heritage that
must be passed on to future
generations.

This threefold perspective is therefore the
basis for a series of principles and objectives
for 'ARCHWAY' good practice guidance.  A
distinctive 'ARCHWAY' principle has been
added to these perspectives: that of equity
of access for all to the cultural built heritage.
This means both physically for the less
mobile and through inclusive interpretation,
making the walled town available to all
sorts and manner of people, whether
longterm resident, migrant or visitor.

Therefore the Principles are:

1. History as the Guiding Principle

2. Sustainability

3. The City as a living monument

4. Access

5. Territorial Balance

6. Social Involvement

7. A holistic approach 

which are again in all the 'ARCHWAY'
themes.

Good Practice Guide
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2.1 HISTORY AS A GUIDING PRINCIPLE
The first and most distinctive element in
planning for historic/walled cities is the
impact of the heritage factor in every
planning process, not only in a
preservationist sense, but also as a
guideline for urban and spatial
development. The foundation of the city
itself and its evolution have an internal
coherence, conditioned by historical
processes, which must be taken into
consideration in any development
procedure.

The ESDP considers cultural heritage as
“the expression of European identity” . It
identifies some threats to this asset related
to commercialisation and cultural
uniformity and relies on spatial
development strategies to avoid these
dangers . In this sense, the historical fabric
gives guidelines for the integration of
modern society and heritage sets the
conditions for good urban development.

These considerations mean that heritage
conservation principles should be
fundamental to spatial planning policies,
implying that: 

• citizens and others  should value their
heritage as an important element in
the public debate; general urban and
development plans  should
incorporate heritage preservation as
an aim;

• local administrations should not trust
heritage conservation to a single
department but all departments
related to planning should take their
share of responsibility in conservation;

• conservation policy should go further
than the "historic centre", to
encompass the needs of the whole city
and its surrounding region; and

• historic city government should be
capable of intervening in market forces
to defend conservation and
environmental quality goals,
guaranteeing "appropriate
development" and not just “any
development”.

2.2 SUSTAINABILITY
For historic/walled towns,
sustainability has a twofold
importance: 

• the preservation of the countryside as a
natural resource and 

• the development of the historic/walled
town as an ecosystem that should tend
towards sustainability. 

The first of these aspects relates to limiting
the growth of the town and the
consolidation of the developed (or
‘brownfield’) land instead. The first of these
is in line with the Aalborg definition of
'environmental sustainability’: “maintaining
the natural capital.”

The second one is about the
implementation of environmentally friendly
systems in an historic environment, making
them compatible with its specific
requirements and difficulties. The Spatial
Planning principle takes into account
renewable energy, the efficiency of energy
production systems, the reduction of
consumption and the minimization and
reuse of waste, as well as the minimisation
of CO2 (and comparable) global warming
emissions.

While sustainability is a scientifically defined
goal , sustainable development is a process
for approaching ever closer to that goal. The
ESDP added a spatial dimension to the three
- economic, sociocultural and
environmental - objectives of sustainable
development. Therefore, the sustainable
development model for the walled city and
its associated territory implies addressing
the regeneration of the (walled) urban
culture, by means of restoration and
renovation, not only by physical
landscaping, but functionally by revitalizing
the historic centre and integrating it into the
wider city and region. This may involve
replacing obsolete with contemporary
structures through specific sectoral or area
action but without damaging the fabric of
the city. The regeneration will thereby take
into account the identity and specific
character of the city and its historic cultural
inspiration(s), which must be conserved.

The rational use of land gives priority to the
best use of already urbanised ('brownfield')
land rather than expanding unnecessarily
into agricultural, rural or natural areas. 

Recognition of varied European built and
natural environments leads to the quest for
an ecological balance between the urban
and related rural lands becoming a
fundamental part of spatial planning.

Sustainable urban development should aim
to create an urban environment that makes
efficient use of energy and works well as a
place to live in.

The sustainable city would be,
according to Richard Rogers :

• A just city, where justice, food, shelter,
education, health and possibilities are
correctly distributed and where all
inhabitants feel they participate in its
government.

• A beautiful city, where art, architecture
and landscape boost the imagination
and move the spirit.

• A creative city, where a variety of views
and experimentation mobilize all the
potential of its human resources and
enable a more rapid capacity of
response to change.

• An ecological city, which minimizes the
ecological impact, where the relation
between constructed space and
landscape is balanced and where the
infrastructures use the resources safely
and efficiently.

• A city that favours contact, where
public spaces encourages community
life and the mobility of inhabitants and
where information is exchanged both
in person and by computer.

• A compact and polycentric city, which
protects the surrounding countryside,
focuses and integrates communities in
the heart of neighbourhoods and
optimises proximity.

• A diverse city, in which the level of
diversity of overlapping activities
encourages, inspires and promotes a
human, energetic and dynamic
community. 
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2.3 THE CITY AS A LIVING MONUMENT

Spatial planning needs to promote urban
living, while also maintaining a continuity
between past, present and future.
Understanding the functional structure of
the historic city and its relationship with
the contemporary city and region is
fundamental to this principle. The historic
city needs to develop without losing its
links to the past while resisting the
paralysis of total preservation and
resultant stagnation. 

It also has to be recognised that although
the construction industry and its allied
activities are major users of environmental
resources, outdated buildings are
themselves often inefficient users of
natural resources, and may even be
polluters and eyesores. 

The growth of the contemporary city
alongside its historical nucleus  may
undesirably lead to the segregation of the
historical city due to a failure to adapt to
new systems. The core of the city thrives on
social and functional diversity, as it is
above all a place for exchange of ideas and
commerce, not just a monument. Its formal
conservation is therefore to be tackled in
terms of urban vitality and viability, as a
social ecosystem.

The continuity of past, present and future
implies a strategic approach, which
enhances the functional effectiveness of
the city, not only its conservation or
visual/formal aspects, and so reinforces
the contribution of the contemporary to
the historic walled town.

2.4 ACCESS FOR ALL

Accessibility and integration of all kind of
groups, including immigrants, the socially
excluded as well as the physically excluded
is seen as essential. The visual, physical
and often psychological barriers
represented by walls allow ARCHWAY to
focus particularly on this as a motor for
sustainable development. 

The principle is based on a broad reading
of the accessibility concept that is not

limited to the framework of physical
disabilities, but tackling as well the ever
recurring issue of social integration of
immigrant and ‘marginalized’ groups. The
historic city core in many cases becomes a
refuge for groups with greater problems of
social integration.  This part of the city may
be considered the transition area that
helps marginalised groups integrate with
the wider society and promotes a richer
and more diverse culture.  

As well as being a refuge, the historic city is
also distinctive for its unique uses and
customs. Any policy must avoid alienating
specific communities or groups:  the past
needs to be interpreted in ways that
include everyone. 

2.5 TERRITORIAL BALANCE

The concept of Territorial Balance implies
seeking a new model of relationship
between cities and between cities and
surrounding areas, based more on
complementarity than on hierarchy .

The historic town is a part of a “cultural
ecosystem” that regards countryside as the
result of human action throughout History.
Towns and countryside must share an
integrated approach, since they form a
region and are mutually responsible for its
further development .

In line with ESDP focus on 'polycentricity'
this principle lays down that activity and
development will be supported where
most appropriate, recognising the public
transport and pedestrian accessibility of
urban areas and the greater availability of
land in more rural areas.

2.6 SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT

The long term success of conservation
strategies depends on the involvement of
citizens in the identification and protection
of the heritage of their city; in particular,
the perception of walls as an identifying
element. 

The Strategies must be developed to get

society to accept and identify with heritage
and its defence, as summed up in the
'Piran Declaration' "Time stones of
History..." The strategies take into account
the economic efforts made by private
individuals and limitations those historic
buildings and spaces impose. If incentives
are provided, then people no longer think
of heritage as a ‘burden’ and this allows
greater control over changes to the historic
environment. 

At the same time, a policy of technical
training and information will help to
promote more suitable methods of
construction and repair. 

Specific services must be established for
the inhabitants of the historical centre, to
facilitate their involvement in pursuing the
proposed objectives.

2.7 A HOLISTIC APPROACH 

Archway has identified five critical
contributing themes for successful and
sustainable historic walled city
development. As well as Spatial Planning,
four other themes were summarised at the
outset of the Archway project: 

• Conservation, protection and
enhancement enabling the
development of a modern
environment with the constraints of a
historic setting;

• Transport - the problems of transport,
parking and access to and within
some of Europe's most attractive and
historic places; 

• Tourism Development and Visitor
Management - establishing walled
towns as a focus for sustainable
tourism and economic development
without damaging their distinctive and
historic qualities; and

• Creative development and
management of the cultural heritage
and how to harness this as a driver for
their economic future in a sustainable
way.
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Each clearly relates to Spatial Planning
and Development and is to be recognised
in the process of Spatial Planning
Development:

A.  Conservation, protection and
enhancement

Key issues include:

• The influence that conservation of
heritage must have on General Plans,
and the possibility of drawing up
partial conservation plans in areas
that demand a special treatment (e.g.
the walled perimeter and its band of
influence inside and outside the city
walls).

B.   Transport
Key issues include:

• The problems of transport, parking
and access to and within historic
walled towns can only be addressed
in the context of transportaware
spatial planning.  Transport
'solutions' often represent threats as
much as opportunities in Europe’s
most attractive and historic places.  

C.   Tourism Development and
Visitor Management

Key issues include:

• Establishing walled towns as a focus
for sustainable tourism and
economic development without
damaging their distinctive and
historic qualities.

• The balance between urban
functions for locals and for visitors:
how to combine a service economy
with locals’ necessities.

• How to accommodate modern forms
of tourism, which can be considered
as urban functions with their own
spatial requirements (car traffic
management, arrival spaces, tourists
flow).

D.   Creative development and
management of the cultural
heritage

Key issues include:

• The walled structure of the town as a
distinctive feature and cultural
resource. A clever spatial design allows
us to explain the History of the town to
visitors through its buildings and
spaces (“walking on the History”).

• How walls and their adjacent spaces
can be made into suitable places for
cultural activities.

Incorporating these principles linked to the
other ARCHWAY themes allows Spatial
Planning and Development to achieve the
holistic approach to historic town
management, which is implicit in the
methodology of Section 4 'The ARCHWAY
APPROACH'.

Finally, a principle of seeking continuous
improvement will lead to a policy of
technical training and information,
contributing to achieving technically
suitable regeneration with sufficient
monitoring and review.

3.  ISSUES,
CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

1. RATIONAL USE OF LAND
Related to the Sustainability and Balance
between historic core, city and region
principles.

We must use land rationally to ensure the
vitality of the historic city, make the most use
of existing infrastructure and protect
agricultural land. 

Using brownfield land before greenfield
land also helps to promote walking and
cycling and reduce journeys by car. 

Very often, the spatial growth of the city
doesn’t respond to people’s demands for
more space or facilities or even to the

demand for new homes, as we can see in
Valletta, Malta. 

Policies should be intended to focus
development on existing urban areas,
making the best use of builtup (or
“brownfield”) land before allowing
development on agricultural (or
“greenfield”) land . These policies should be
designed to:

• Make the most effective use of spare
capacity in existing infrastructure (for
example in transport infrastructure,
electricity, water or gas services);

• Promote a mix of uses (housing,
employment, leisure and shopping) to
reduce people’s need to travel by car;
and

• Improve the viability of existing services
(for example, increasing the number of
people living in an area to increase the
potential users of bus routes).

Preservation of the historic core may cause
social imbalance because of the inability of
the historic fabric to cope with modern
demands, which forces people to move to
areas with more modern facilities (see point
5).  This can lead to the development of a
new urban form, as people abandon the
historic town for new development in the
suburbs. The phenomenon of second
homes reinforces this trend to build
detached houses before refurbishing
buildings in the town core.

This leads to the inefficient use of land –
something which can be seen, with slight
variations, in most of our towns. 

THE KEY CHALLENGES

The key challenges are to: 

• Identify the reasons for urban
enlargement instead of consolidation of
the developed area: is this due to the
inability of traditional town to
accommodate the demands of modern
life? 

• Look at how historic buildings and
public spaces can be adapted to
accommodate contemporary demands.
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• Identify which uses are inappropriate
in the historic core. 

• Look at where and how to grow.

• Examine social changes (such as the
growth in second homes)

• Look at how the enlargement of
towns affects transport and people’s
mobility. 

WAYS FORWARD
The experience of the Archway partners
suggests the following objectives for
successful spatial planning:

• Matching the takeup of land to
demographic growth (Malta).

• Considering natural resources as
assets constituting common heritage
for people (Lucca).

• Avoiding the movement of people
and activities out of the historic town
(Piran).

• Consolidating the use of land prior to
urban growth.

• Creating adequate conditions to
encourage people to stay within the
historic town and ensuring that they
enjoy proper standards of living. 

• Adapting and renewing
infrastructures to ensure that the
historic town remains sustainable
(such as waste collection and energy
supply).

• Planning enlargements only where
necessary and balancing their
growth with redevelopment of the
inner city, to help preserve its
character and importance. 

Any development leading to a change in
the built form of the historic city must be
evaluated against the following
principles:

• The loss of greenfield land for new
development or infrastructure should
only be allowed if no more suitable,
brownfield site is available; and

• Any new development must enhance
the city’s infrastructure, as well as
preserve or enhance its environment. 

3.2 HISTORIC CENTRE, CITY AND
REGION

Historically walled towns emerged as the
central focus of their surrounding
hinterlands becoming the centre of power
and exerting their influence across a wide
area and constituting centres for exchange
and trade. 

In the preindustrial age with a relatively
settled agricultural economy, walled towns
grew in importance whilst remaining
relatively compact in a physical sense. In
times of peace, the space within the walls
remained the location for formal
governance, regulated trade, and
social/cultural interaction.

With the advent of industrialisation, the
political and economic status of many
walled towns began to wane. New location
requirements did not coincide with the
geographic “raison d’être” of walled towns.
The focus of power moved from the city to
the regional and the national centres of
government and many historic walled
towns entered a period of general
stagnation. 

However, in the early 21st century we can
identify dramatic changes in the social and
economic model which could lead to a
rediscovery of the value of small to
medium sized towns, particularly historic
walled towns.

KEY CHALLENGES

The key issue emerging from the above
seems to be that in all the partner areas
there are several tiers of planning, but it
appears that none of the participating
towns has primary responsibility for the
coherent planning and implementation
across their natural and historic areas of
influence.

a.   False boundaries

For some municipalities the challenge lies
in planning for subregions/hinterlands

that extend across national boundaries. A
single unified legislative or planning
framework is almost impossible to
achieve in these circumstances, at least in
a formal sense.

Chester lies on a border (between
England and Wales) which is becoming
increasingly significant. Piran also lies
close to a major city, Trieste, which is
situated in another country. As a most
relevant case, Lörrach is close to a border
between three countries. 

b.   Decline in status

A major problem for many partners is the
decline in status of their municipality in
the face of an increasing focus on
national and regional centres, which
often grew as a result of industrialisation.
In light of this, regional policy often fails
to reflect the needs of small and medium
sized historic towns, particularly where
they are perceived to be of relatively
limited economic significance compared
to major cities. Little walled towns in
Álava, with an agricultural based
economy, suffer this situation. 

c.   Lack of economic and
administrative alignment

Many of the partner towns and cities
have political, legal and administrative
structures that do not reflect the true
geography of their economic influence.
Regional and national plans are too high
up and can only deal at a general level
with their concerns, and very local
planning cannot address the scope of
interactions that take place across their
wider hinterlands.  There appears very
often to be a gap at the subregional level,
as the city regional role and function of
walled towns is ignored. Polycentricity,
where it is embraced, tends to extend
only as far as the major cities or locations
on strategic transport and
communications networks.

d.   A territorial scope

Planning systems are usually organised
hierarchically with regional and national
planning tending to circumscribe other
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more local or subregional levels of
decisionmaking. National and regional
economic priorities often override
cultural ones unless heritage is perceived
to have an economic value.

The importance of polycentricity is
increasingly being recognized, and local
distinctiveness, cultural richness, and
environmental quality are increasingly
considered as important factors in
ensuring sustainable futures for all
localities. However, legal and political
structures and the hierarchy of decision
making, often remain in tension with
local aspirations and needs. Indeed in the
case of some of the Archway partners it is
clear that current land use planning
frameworks are not perceived to be
responsive to their predicaments, and
that many once powerful and relatively
autonomous places remain constrained,
or at best confused, by post industrial
legislative and governance arrangements
in which the small to medium sized city
has little say.

e. Local/Regional Tensions  

The tensions that result from the above
are many and varied, but it appears that
in some instances the greatest conflicts
arise around the relationship between
historic centres and the wider economy,
between, on the one hand, their role as
living, organic communities (which still
remain important locations for social,
cultural, and economic activity in their
own right, with the potential to act as the
basis for sustainable polycentric
development), and, on the other hand,
their value as heritage “products” with
little contemporary relevance beyond
their contribution to the tourist and
visitor economy.

Urban and regional planning is
nowadays closely related to economic
development, so it’s a priority for
territorial regulations more than cultural
heritage preservation. Regarding cultural
heritage as an economic resource could
help to balance this situation, but it’s not
very clear that this must be considered as
the main reference to evaluate the
elements of the common memory.

WAYS FORWARD
There are a number of areas over which
the partners, acting collectively, can seek
to exert influence to address common
issues all over Europe.

At the highest level, the partners can draw
upon the shared knowledge gained
through Archway project and lobby the
European Union to give greater
prominence to the unique role of walled
towns and cities in the development and
implementation of the European Spatial
Strategy.  Walled towns can play a
fundamental role as the building blocks for
sustainable polycentric patterns of
development.

Secondly a shared methodology could be
developed for establishing an appropriate
scope and scale for land use planning at
the small to medium sized city regional
scale. This could perhaps form the basis for
further joint work facilitated by the Walled
Towns Friendship Circle.

A territorial scope must be defined where
historic towns have a real influence in land
planning. Before purely economic
priorities, regulations concerning this
scope must take into account issues like
balance between city and territory, cultural
and natural heritage preservation and
urban surgery.

Joint crossborder working experiences
could be applied to other areas such as
Piran and Chester which are currently
grappling with the challenges of planning
across national boundaries.  The Trinational
Agglomeration Basel (TAB), which Lörrach
belongs to, may be considered as a
polycentric network of towns which aims
being conceived as a whole. To this end a
trinational arrangement has been
established both for the development of
policy and the implementation of specific
projects through several trinational
committees.

Participation in networks of common
interest may assist in developing a “critical
mass” of opinion and professional
expertise to strengthen their hand in
lobbying for change in policy, or

procurement of resources at all levels.
Arabarri is a network of small boroughs in
the context of Álava, linked by their
character of historic towns whose work is
focused both to heritage preservation and
to urban revitalisation. The main challenge
of Arabarri is to maintain the balance
between preserving the values of a
heritage site and the social structure of the
contemporary community living in it.

A new balance should complement the
compact city of defined contours with the
diffuse city, based on preexisting rural
settlements that are restored and
complemented with microurbanizations
linked to them. This type of approach
presents a strong ecological component,
to avoid the risk of damaging the natural
heritage.

Regional Planning Guidelines of the Basque
Country (Spain) define an urban model
based on a polycentric system of towns in
order to manage the access to services
with a pyramidal structure headed by a
major city in each of the three Basque
provinces (Vitoria-Gasteiz in Álava).

3.3 SOCIAL DIVERSITY AND
BALANCE

Related to Access and Dynamic Nature of
the Walled City principles.

KEY CHALLENGES

a.   Historic centre and cultural
identity

Although some people value the historic
city for its unique character and it’s the first
place that newcomers settle in, existing
inhabitants may not value it and move
away.

Heritage is often regarded as a symbol of
cultural identity. However, social diversity
is seen as a positive value of historic
centres.

b.   Functional diversity
We can differentiate two trends regarding
uses in the historic city centre:. 

• Public institutions usually remain
located in the centre, refurbishing or
enlarging buildings to adapt them to
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modern functions (‘s-Hertogenbosch
City Hall). Some ancient buildings also
host public functions, often with a
cultural scope. These contribute to
making the city the centre of civic life. 

• On the other hand, we can see how
private activities (such as shops) often
tend to move outside the historic core,
particularly in those towns where
access is not easy or social structure
doesn’t justify the presence of some
services.

The success of commercial activities in the
historic centre is closely related to its ability
to retain a sustainable social structure.

c.   Social segregation
Poor living conditions in historical
buildings may lead to two possible
consequences:

3.1 Social degradation
People seeking better living conditions
leave the historic core, and large dwellings
get divided up and occupied by people
who can’t afford to live in other locations.
The historic core gets into a vicious circle of
social and urban degradation.

The stagnation of the historic core also
leads to an ageing population, as younger
people move away to more vibrant areas –
this is one of the main problems in Piran. 

Access and mobility problems have also an
influence in this process of social
degradation.

Gentrification
In some cases, the historic core becomes
the enclave of a more wealthy population,
as only more wealthy people can take on
the cost of restoring rundown buildings.
This leads to gentrification and the lack of
a mixed community. We can find cities
where the demand for housing is high,
which is reflected in high house prices.
Preference for people to buy their houses,
rather than rent, also makes many young
people experience problems when
accessing their first house.

d.   Tourism and its influence on
social structure

Some historic towns are becoming tourist
centres; houses are divided up to serve
tourists or secondhome owners and stay
empty a major part of the year. This has a
devastating effect on the social structure of
the towns: some functions (services for
locals) disappear, tax incomes for the
municipality get reduced, and people’s
requirements change (less basic and more
leisure facilities).

Focusing on supplying services for visitors,
particularly tourism services, may produce
a social and economic distortion in the city.
In some tourist cities, the absence of
coordinated plans for a city’s fabric, shops
and services threatens to reduce the
quality and charm of the city; the town
centre becomes a place that people visit,
rather than live in. 

WAYS FORWARD
a.   Social diversity
The search for social diversity must be
based on economic incentives that
encourage the conservation of the historic
fabric and the creation of a mixed
community in our historic cities, where
people want to live. 

Providing affordable housing is seen as a
fundamental objective of Agenda 21, with
a particular focus on shelter for the poor
and displaced. In our case, we must focus
our policies in guaranteeing the social
diversity within walled towns.

b.   Housing and refurbishing
policies

Housing policies must give special
consideration to historic buildings, which
have the greatest heritage value and which
are often the worst adapted to current
requirements.

An integral approach to the restoration of
our historic towns is needed, which
includes allowing the population to remain
in the centre by revitalizing the different
urban activities and encouraging more
mixed communities.

This can be achieved by: 

• Maintaining and restoring traditional
buildings.

• Making new buildings where this
would improve the urban form. 

• Encouraging an appropriate density of
population.

• Bringing into service empty or
underused properties.

• Improving accessibility.

• Maintaining the residential character.

• Favouring restoration before
demolition and replacement. .

• Enhancing urban buildings and spaces
of historical, architectural and urban
value.

According to the different situations,
policies may be focused in different ways:

1. In towns with a certain level of
private sector development activity in
the Centre, diversified and balanced
supply and demand, public policies
should favour renovation before
demolition and rebuilding, avoid
displacing people from the city
centre and reward exemplary
actions on relevant buildings. Social
and rental housing policies should
contribute to social diversity.

2. In towns where private development
activity is focused out of the Centre,
public actions must redirect this
private activity towards the Historic
Centre.
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3. In towns with little or no private
development activity and a certain
housing demand, the
Administration must take on the
development until private initiative
appears, satisfying the need for
housing and seeking other
demands for temporary
occupation.

c.     Functional renewal
A balance between “own” (for locals) and
“external” (for visitors) services must be
sought. The strength and stability of the
social structure is key to achieving this.
Where the density of permanent
residents creates trade and encourages
businesses to stay in the city centre,
these do, even if access to vehicles is not
easy or in pedestrian areas. The centre of
Chester or ‘s-Hertogenbosch is a
commercial area where people come
from a wide area and premises acquire a
distinctive character just by being in the
historic city.

d. Access
Good access conditions must be ensured
for disabled and elderly people,
particularly because historic cores tend
to be populated by aged inhabitants.

Getting rid of barriers is a general aim of
Archway. In Spatial Planning this is about
physical barriers but also about social
barriers. Adequate liveability conditions,
both in houses and in urban spaces, will
help to avoid the risk of social exclusion.

3.4 MANAGING WALLED CITIES
Related to Social Involvement and The City
as a Living Monument principles.

KEY CHALLENGES

a.   Complex legislation system
Usually, planning strategies are organized
on a hierarchical basis, from the State level
to the local/municipal one (depending on
the size of the countries this may mean
three or four decision levels). Local
planning must be aligned to wider
(regional or even national) strategies.

In the same way, policies concerning the
historic town usually depend on several
administrative levels. Different regimes
cover different aspects of planning and
conservation. Despite slight variations from
one town to another, these are: 

• the planning system, chiefly
concerned with the use of land and
buildings, the design and layout of
new development.

• listed Building legislation

• conservation Area legislation, which
controls the works in Conservation
Areas. 

• archaeological Heritage Protection. 

• other legislation: protecting important
trees, areas of special value for wildlife,
certain species, etc.

b.   Complex administrative
structure and procedures

A single development may need one or
more of these consents, often granted by
different administrative bodies usually with
little coordination.

Problems derived from this complexity are
the following:

• people may be confused by the
complexity of the system and the lack
of clarity between the different
planning and conservation regimes.

• administrative formalities make it
difficult to bring forward new
development in the historic fabric.

Different bodies, both in state and regional
administrations, regulate urban planning
and heritage preservation. Both
regulations have meeting points, but there
is a lack of coordination procedures. In
management societies like Arabarri, whose
responsibilities include both fields, the
difficulties in coordinating both sets of
policies can be clearly seen.

c.   Lack of social involvement and
participation

Territorial planning is usually organised in
a hierarchical way with policies being
imposed from above.. In some cases,
regional governments establish the legal
framework and the territorial model. Laws
are elaborated following a political will
with technical advice. There are few
opportunities for public involvement, ,
except when document are submitted to
public consultation, but, even in this phase,
public involvement is not guaranteed. 

At a more local level, relations with
stakeholders are closer, and so people are
more likely to be actively involved as
planning decisions affect them more
directly. 

However, decisions are actually taken by
politicians and experts. A system to
guarantee public participation in taking
decisions about urban planning must be
implemented.

WAYS FORWARD

a.    Appropriate administrative
structures 

Responsibilities for the protection of
heritage must have a direct connection
with planning policies. They must not be
considered as competing administrative
departments, but integrated structures
that develop planning policies also
considering heritage protection factors. As
useful as making a specific department
grow to protect heritage is to promote a
general favourable attitude to this
objective in the departments involved in
urban planning. In this way, the
department of heritage protection will no
longer be a competitor but an advisor to
other administrative departments.
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Structures capable of really influencing
general housing policies, land use and
transport must be created. To this end, the
local administration and, specifically, the
heads of conservation must coordinate
with other higher administrative
structures. 

Arabarri was originally created as a
managing tool to develop planning
determinations for historic centres. A
logical process has derived into a
comprehensive planning, management
and heritage protection tool over the built
heritage as a whole.

Since 1992, Malta’s planning system has
evolved from a strict land use zoning
system to a more comprehensive planning
system based on the key principle of public
involvement: the Development Planning
Act of 1992 established the Planning
Authority. In 2002, the Planning Authority
undertook environment protection, so the
Malta Environment and Planning Authority
(MEPA) was created.

Chester City Council has implemented a
Development Team incorporating experts
from transport, planning, building
conservation, design, ecology, education,
police and health backgrounds. This team
produces Master Development Plans,
considers major development proposals
and negotiates with developers to secure
the best developments for the City.

As regarding the management of the walls
themselves, the City of ‘s-Hertogenbosch
has formed a so-called “Fortifications
Planning team” in which both cultural
historians and city planners, archaeologists
and architects, traffic and civil engineers
participate.

The municipality of Lucca has set up an “ad
hoc” institution, the “Opera delle Mura”
(“Works on the Walls”), with administrative
and financial autonomy. This institution
contributes to the maintenance of the city
walls’ complex, to the management of
services and public spaces, to the
organization of events, to the promotion of
studies and to the safeguard of the image,
always related to the walls.

b.   Speeding up and simplifying
administrative procedures

Complex planning applications must be
coordinated in order to create a “onestop
service” or “single window” which makes it
easier for developers dealing with the
administration.

Dutch National Government is preparing a
new law to make one combined permit, the
development permit
(“omgevingsvergunning”). The complex
legislation will be simplified and the
different permits combined to speed up the
procedure.

c.   Strategies for social
involvement in the objectives

• Financial incentives: direct subsidies or
tax reductions.

• Recognition and rewards: to citizens or
professionals and to work itself.

• Training programmes: professions and
trades.

Different systems have been implemented
in the partner towns to ensure social
participation in planning. In ‘s-
Hertogenbosch a feedback group, the
“Klankbordgroep” has been established
with representatives of 17 different
organizations such as nature and
environmental groups.

Lucca: The participatory instruments set
out by the Regional laws assure the
participation of the citizens in every phase
of the procedure by the creation of a special
service: the communication ombudsman.

3.5 EVOLUTION OF URBAN
STRUCTURE

Related to History as a guideline and Walled
town as a living monument.

KEY CHALLENGES

a.    Historic evolution and urban
functions

In most of our towns we can identify three
concentric areas:

1. The historic town surrounded by the
walls

2. The contemporary enlargement
housing functions not suitable for
the historic town

3. The residential area, suburbs and
transition to the greenfield.

We focus on the first of these areas and its
relationship with the second one.

‘s-Hertogenbosch was, until the 19th
century, restricted in size to the area inside
the fortified city. This phenomenon is
common to other partner towns, like
Lucca. This has led to most aspects of the
city's cultural and economic life taking
place in the city centre, which dates back to
medieval times, within the boundaries of
the fortified city, and this continues even
today.

In other towns, however, life is leaving the
historic core, mainly due to economic or
practical reasons: in Piran, problems of
accessibility make services more expensive,
leading to companies and organisations
moving their activities out of town. 

b.   Conflicts in setting
contemporary functions in
historic urban fabrics.

Contemporary requirements for new
buildings can often create conflict with the
historic fabric. Some of the main points of
conflict are:

• impact on archaeological heritage

• scale of historical plots and streets

• height of new buildings and influence
on the townscape

In the most extreme cases, functions seen
as unsuitable for the city core must be
placed outside it in new development
areas.

c.   Traffic needs and limits
The narrow streets in many towns make
access only possible for residents and
delivery services. Pedestrianisation may
also cause similar accessibility problems
for residents. 

The town centre can only offer a limited
number of parking places. For
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archaeological reasons, it may not be
possible to build underground car parks.

WAYS FORWARD

a.   Contemporary architecture in
the historic city. A process of
substitution 

Contemporary additions must not be seen
as a threat for the traditional image of the
historic city, but as a new addition to a
dynamic historical process. This new
contribution needs to reflect “when” and
“where” it’s built. 

However, at the same time, these new
additions need to be strictly controlled to
avoid the potential damage that property
speculation may cause to the historic
fabric. The challenge is to ensure a high
standard of contemporary design that
enhances the historic city.

b.   Traffic management
Although outside the boundaries of this
Guide - and more related to the Transport
Guide - we must however recognise the
huge impact of the historic core on limiting
motorised transport. Therefore, a network
of interconnection spaces for different
means of transport needs to be
established in the transition areas, both for
public, personal and freight transport. 

3.6   OUTLYING, TRANSITION
AND CONFLICT SPACES

Looking at changes to outlying spaces in
participating cities

1.   RESIDUAL SPACES

a.   Valletta Case: 
One of the most derelict and
underutilised spaces crying out for a
historic conservation-led regeneration
scheme is the Fort St. Elmo complex.  The
starshaped fort is strategically situated at
the tip of the Valletta peninsula.
Guarding access to two natural harbours
on both sides of Valletta, it occupies a
footprint of around 50,000 m2, including
the fort and its outworks.  

On the land front the fortifications are
characterised by deep rockhewn ditches,
whilst the rest of the fort is bounded with
bastions walls with a changing profile.  In
spite of its considerable historic
importance and redevelopment potential
it lies amidst the most economically and
socially deprived areas of the capital city.
Presently, the fort is partially utilised as
the headquarters of the Police Academy,
whilst an ancillary building houses the
War Museum.  For some time the
government has been mulling over a
scheme which makes use of a historic
asset as a catalyst to stimulate the
environmental and economic
regeneration and bring the under utilised
structures and spaces into appropriate
use.

The series of warehouses built in the 18th
century by Grand Master Manoel Pinto de
Fonseca to serve the mercantile spirit of
the Knights of St. John dominate the
foreshore between the suburb of Floriana
and Valletta, overlooking the Grand
Harbour.   The elegant façade of the
cavernous vaults served to store oil, wine,
cheese, chocolate, timber, marble, bronze
and iron.  Recently, the Europa Nostra
awardwinning restoration project of the
Pinto vaults has been turned into a
pedestrian enclave, forming an integral
part of the cruise passenger terminal.
The activity associated with the area has
once again been restored with an
emphasis on family entertainment:
restaurants, bars, art exhibition space
and a variety of retail outlets.
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2. SPACES FOR PROTECTION

a.   Lucca Case
Green belt around the historic city,
transition between structures. Historical
roots.

b. ‘s-Hertogenbosch Case
From a military protective area to an
ecological asset for the town.

The adjacent nature reserve and the
forelands near the fortification walls are
important ecological connecting zones.
Despite the urban location, these are very
valuable oases of tranquillity for plant and
animal life.  For example, there are seven
different species of bat colonies in the
canal system behind and under the walls.

c. Piran Case
Piran was founded on a peninsula, which
enabled the safe position in the defensive
point of view. The town was surrounded by
the town walls and by the sea from three
sides; the northern part of the town is a
steep, precipitous cliff wall. The town walls
together with the development of the town
expanded to the landside. The

geographical conditions, which in the past
enabled the town foundation, nowadays
are restrictions for the town’s physical
expansion.. The peninsula is covered by
the dense building of the town. The slope
on the landside, which is situated near the
town walls, is not builtup and is a
landscape of extraordinary quality ; for this
reason the town cannot be enlarged in this
area.

d.   Verona Case
The recovery of the “Cinta Magistrale”
(Master Walls) isn’t only a restoration
project: the scale and importance of the
enterprise can be an opportunity for urban
regeneration. Between the boundaries of
the Historical Centre and the wider area
there are a large number of disjointed
spaces related to the fortifications. These
can be reconfigured into an organic
system of related, functional spaces.
Starting the recovery of the Walls and
spaces around them, means characterising
the spaces and looking at movements
through them, their maintenance and
public accessibility. The change from walls
to public park was important for historical

and architectural reasons. These changes
are a recurrent theme in the history of the
European fortified cities. When no longer of
importance for military uses, city walls were
uniquely suited for public spaces, given their
unique and evocative character and
architectural and landscape importance. 

3. SPACES OF INTERCONNECTION
Complementary functions, unsuitable for
the historical centre. Functional exchange
quay .

a.   Valletta-Floriana Case
The relationship between Valletta, its
suburb Floriana and the rest of the Inner
Harbour region is dictated by the vast
enceinte of fortification lines. Technological
advances in warfare throughout the years
necessitated investment in a series of outer
works to recondition the Valletta defences.
However with the dawn of a more peaceful
era the definition and legibility of the
fortifications started to break down as the
spaces in between the bastions were put to
more fruitful use, e.g. the new Central Bank
of Malta encroaching on the Pomerium
(fighting space of the bastion), forever
changing the calculated relationship
between the bastion itself and the cavalier. 

b.   Lucca Case
Functional structures for interconnection
(goods)

c.   Laguardia (Álava) Case
There was no growth of the town outside
the walls until the middle of the 20th
century. Earth from the excavation of the
wine cellars was accumulated on the slopes,
making it really difficult to build on the filled
material. 
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Since 1950, new extensions to the town
were developed on the flat area down the
hill. Modern techniques also made it
possible to build on the slopes; still, a lack of
connection between the historic town and
the contemporary one can be seen,
characterised by the physical barriers.

The “Paseo de Sancho Abarca” may act as a
connecting space, exerting two functions: it
can be the large open square that doesn’t
exist within the walls and also can act as a
“welcoming square” for visitors. Currently it
is filled with parked cars, but there is a will
to remove these cars and gain this space for
pedestrian use, just maintaining a limited
access for coaches or service traffic.

4.   CONFLICT SPACES

In some cases, the walls haven’t been able
to protect the historic town from damage
from contemporary development. . They
have been drilled or partially demolish to
place ring roads or gateways. The
relationship between the historic and
contemporary town results in damages for
the first one.

a.   Chester Case
Damage to the walled city environment
from contemporary structures (inner
ringroad).

4 THE ARCHWAY
APPROACH

The spatial approach is, today more than
ever, a question of multidisciplinary
teamwork, with different professionals
collaborating in a complex process.

As explained before, carrying out this work
must take account of the political and social
framework of each country. It is aimed at
everyone, whether in the urban settlement
or region as a whole. It is a political process
that seeks a balance between different
interests –public and private– to solve
opposing demands on space and
development programmes. It consists of a
continuous process based on a KNOWLEDGE
phase directed at the definition of the object
and scope of action, by means of an
analysis of the physicalmaterial and human
historical components. This is followed by a
REFLECTION phase aimed at understanding
the element under study, an assessment of
the problems, challenges and opportunities;
the establishment of objectives, strategies
and programming of action. An
INTERVENTION phase in which strategies
and action are developed by means of the
elaboration of projects, contracting
procedures, administrative authorisations
and control and monitoring. Finally, an
OBSERVATION phase in which the results are
verified, protocols for maintenance and
monitoring of action are established and
both objectives and strategies are reviewed.

Transversally, we could speak of a
PARTICIPATION phase in which channels of
social connection are established to favour
access to information, a commitment to and
cultural enrichment of active citizens during
each of the previous phases.

The spatial planning process is more
important than the results. 

1. KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge: “the future is built at each
moment of the present through our
actions. The past provides invaluable
lessons for the future.”

PREDIAGNOSIS

Every intervention in the city attempts to
solve a problem. The first step, therefore,
must be an identification of this problem.
This identification might, in a first stage, be
not too precise, or guided more by intuition
than by method. 

However, this first contact will orientate us
in the following steps, which will validate,
qualify or rectify this first diagnosis.

• What problems we are attempting to
solve

• Determine the nature of dysfunctions

• Definition of the boundaries of action

INFORMATION

Gathering of information will be
determined by the nature of the problem
we intend to solve. In some cases, social
information may be fundamental, while in
other situations, the historical approach
may be the most important. 

a.   Geographical/territorial issues
Analysis of the environment in which the
settlement is located.

Natural factors and its influence in the
shape of the town or in the concrete
problem we face.

The city as part of an ecosystem where
natural and cultural heritage interact.

i.   Natural point of view
(topography, geographical
accidents),

Where the town is situated may be decisive
to understand the nature of its issues: the
Piran case is particularly relevant, since it’s
situated on a peninsula, but in almost
every case, topography has a high
influence on the town’s shape. 
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ii. Natural heritage aspects.

Development of the town may be
constricted by natural heritage sites in its
surrounding area. This must be considered
as an asset for the town even if it causes
difficulties to its growth. 

Piran and ‘s-Hertogenbosch are closely
related with important protected
ecosystems. 

iii.   Cultural viewpoint (occupation of the
territory, communications, borders.

Founding of the city may have been due to
military causes (border defence),
commercial (protection of a path) or
politics (struggles for power between the
monarch and the feudal lords).

Each motive explains the choice of the
settlement place and the relation of the
town with its physical environment and
with other cities.

Anthropological landmarks: roads,
crossroads, centres, monuments must also
be kept in mind when analysing the
cultural landscape where the town is
placed.

A single city can only be understood in the
context of a system of cities: systems of
cities on both sides of the Cantabrian
Mountain Range in Álava, system of walled
cities along a river (Holland). Valletta and
the Grand Harbour area. Relations within
these systems of cities, either of
collaboration or of competition must be
analysed.

b. Historical evolution of the city
and its spaces

Disciplines: historians, documentary
makers, archaeologists.

Biography of urban spaces: different
societies and requirements create different
spaces.

i.   Diachronic analysis of the urban
structure.

Modifications to urban spaces through
time as a response to changes in the city.

Tool: historical cartography.

c.   Human environment (social
viewpoint)

Disciplines: psychologists, sociologists,
anthropologists, political scientists.

We analyse the social importance of the
monument as an urban element.

• The significance of the walled
enclosures for the city. The symbolism
of surrounding spaces. Identity value
of city walls.

• Memory of places through their
names, traditions and customs.

i.     Demographic structure. Distribution
and density of the population

Relative weight of resident and visiting
populations will condition the importance
of identity (emotional) aspects of the
monument and the limitations that benefit
its conservation (utilitarian) as opposed to
other iconic or formal values.

Valletta is a capital city with an important
working and non-resident population
which is relevant in spatial uses and traffic
flows.

Ageing of the resident population and
decrease of active population must also be
considered.

Attitudes and expectations of inhabitants
and visitors and real possibilities of action
will define future management
procedures.

d.    Economy
Disciplines: economists, experts in
business.

i. Influence of economic structure on
urban development

ii.    Spatial design as a generator of
economic resources

e.   Transport infrastructures
Disciplines: Experts in transport and
mobility, civil engineers, architects, urban
planners.

i.    The city and the regional
communications network

Some locations have relevant influence in
access to communications networks:
Piran is situated on a peninsula so the
town has only two accesses: one along
the seaside and another one from the top
of the peninsula, apart from sea
transport.

ii.    Access to the historical centre

Geographical position and medieval
urban fabric may represent a big
problem for an adequate regulation of
the town traffic.

The historic inner city of ‘s-Hertogenbosch
is surrounded by water and has in fact
only a few connections by road with the
outskirts and the region. The bridges at
those places will be renewed and
restored to emphasize the entrances of
the historic city.

Car parks and public transport may be
combined to reduce traffic impact on the
historic town (see Local Transport GPG).

iii.    Public and private transport
management. Pedestrianisation.
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f.    Functions and services
Functions located in the historical city and
in outlying spaces: housing, trade,
institutions. Communications network.
Plan of land uses.

User population of services located in the
historical city.

Dysfunctions in the current situation.

Functional requirements for designed
spaces.

Repercussions on the urban design of
tertiary functions.

The historic town of Toledo is the capital
city of Castilla La Mancha. This means that
hundreds of civil servants need to access
the inner town every day. A car park has
been designed out of the walls and a
system of mechanic stairs allows the
pedestrian access to administrative
buildings located in the centre.

g. Cultural heritage
Involved disciplines: architects, historians,
anthropologists, managers of heritage.

The walled enclosure as a defining element
in the urban fabric and also as a
conditioner for its future evolution.

System of heritage elements of interest in
the historical city: data base on the range
of heritage elements understood as a
system, including relations, social and
economic values and their balance.

h.   Regulation framework
Critical analysis of the legal framework
affecting the studied area; possible
dysfunctions.

4.2   REFLECTION - ANALYSIS

ASSESSMENT

From the research carried out we must
make a general assessment of the city.
Determine the meaning of a place within a
system of relations and a context. Establish
where this meaning is housed, as a
determining factor for planning.  

As in the case of the restoration of
monuments, we must answer four
fundamental questions:

a.   What was it like?
• Diachronic analysis of the urban fabric

• Understand the historical logic and the
keys to the evolution of the city.

b.    What is it like?
• Analysis of the current situation.

Strong and weak points. Which
elements must be strengthened and
which should be eliminated.

• Existing threats.

• Divide the analysis by sectors:
transport, housing, heritage, social
and economic structure...

c.    What do we want it to be like?
Functional, representative and
formal objectives

• When setting strategic objectives, the
main groups of interest in the
population must be taken into
consideration, in order to reach a
consensus on general aspects of the
process.

• These general aspects must be
structured by sectors: housing,
transport, heritage, social and
economic structure.... 

• Establishment of measurable
objectives, in relation to the process
necessary to pass from the existing
situation to the desired situation.

d.   How do we get it to be like
that? Sectoral strategies. Areas
of action

• Determination of the measures that
must be adopted to achieve these
objectives.

• Additional criteria that must be
respected, limitations and analysis of
the possibilities of different
alternatives to succeed.

The Document of Analysis and Diagnosis of
the System of Urban Spaces is drawn up

STRATEGIES AND PROGRAMMING

a.   Principles and objectives for
district planning.

As defined in section 2.

b.   Development regulating model
for the historical centre and its
area of influence.

c.   Sectoral strategies 

i.   Transport infrastructure

Pedestrianisation: advantages and
inconveniences. Social attitude. Transport
of passengers and goods as an economic
necessity.

Planning of access routes to the historical
city for people and goods. Specific within
the city walls transport systems. Exchange
spaces.

Make compatible functional needs with
requirements of environmental quality.

ii.   Energy

Definition and set up of sustainable,
efficient and compatible energy production
and distribution systems to meet the
specific requirements of a walled town.

To avoid limitations of gas-supplied
heating systems in Laguardia, Arabarri is
studying the implementation of a
centralised energy-supplying system
without any impact on buildings and with
versatility in the energy sources.

iii.   Communication infrastructures

Implementation of access to information
networks systems suitable for historical
environments.

“Wimax” technology as a territorial
balancing factor: Access to broadband
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from any point of the territory may
reduce the gap between development
possibilities in rural and urban areas as
much as allow the implementation of
technological facilities in historical
environments.

iv. Local and regional services

Search for a representative role of the
historical centre in the city.

Balance between equipment for
residents and for visitors. 

v. Infrastructure

Adaptation of urban infrastructures
and supply networks to the walled city
peculiarities.

Incidence of infrastructure networks
on the archaeological heritage.
Assessment of the impact and possible
alternatives.

vi. Housing

Measures to balance the social
structure of the historical centre,
tending to favour the permanence of
traditional inhabitants and avoiding
both gentrification and ghettoisation.

Refurbishing is the most efficient and
sustainable way to preserve the
heritage and social structure of an
area.

vii. Cultural Heritage

Protection of cultural heritage must be
present in all sectoral strategies.

We must determine the essential
values of the heritage that must be
respected (authenticity) and bear them
in mind for every planning process.

Heritage must be conceived as a
system and not just as a series of

individually valuable elements (listed
buildings). The approach must take into
consideration the reason to act, the
link between problems and assets; it
also must make the effect of changes
on this complex system easy to be
seen.

viii. Economic activity

Regeneration of an economic activity
suitable for the place.

Tourist activity and its limits: incidence
in residents’ normal life. Definition of
cultural tourism; qualitative scope as
opposed to quantitative. Local
population involvement in tourism.
Direct benefits for residents.

ix. Accessibility

Physical and social access is a key
factor in the preservation of the
historic town as a living body.

x. One-off interventions

Restoration and refurbishment of
relevant monuments may act as a
catalyst for urban regeneration and
encourage the citizen’s pride.

xi. New architecture in the city

Inserting new architectural languages
in the traditional urban fabric.

Relevant buildings and common
architecture. Different preeminence of
invariants in both cases.

Definition of invariable elements that
characterize the place and must be
respected (colours, materials, scales...).

Promotion of innovation before
imitation.

4.3 INTERVENTION

PROPOSALS TO DEVELOP THE
STRATEGY

General and sectoral strategy plans are
defined.

Timescales are established.

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE

Mechanisms for public-private
cooperation: subsidies, tax incentives.

EXECUTION OF ACTION

Major or strategic interventions will be
carried out by public initiative.

At the same time, a policy of incentives
will be designed to favour the
adaptation of private interests to the
planned approach.

4.4 PARTICIPATION
If in any intervention on cultural
heritage the participation and
involvement of citizens is important, in
the case of urban spaces this
participation is fundamental. This must
occur from the first steps of the project,
seeking permanent dialogue between
the technical proposals and social
demands.

4.5 OBSERVATION

Monitoring, revision and
adustment

The criteria established in the analysis
and set up phases must be subject to
permanent revision, in order to check
the efficiency, detect the appearance of
undesired consequences and, as a
result of these data, review their
application.
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